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Hi everyone,

This is a reissue of the reunion update with the exception of the
list of attendees which has been updated, a note about ID90 hotel
discounts added and information regarding addition of larger
venue rooms for cocktail/meet and greet hours in addition to the
hospitality suite and a few other minor changes.
.
Here is the current updated list number four, as of April 23 of those who
have stated they plan on attending the Golden Eagles reunion in Las Vegas at
the Tropicana Hotel on May 3rd and 4th with departures on the 5th. We hope
those who have not committed to attend will decide it is a great time to get back
out in the world after the last two years of craziness and have some fun with
your friends. It looks like the mask requirement at airports and on aircraft has
been cancelled

so it should be a much more enjoyable experience to travel

now! 😊
All the details for the reunion are on our Golden Eagles website,
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www.thegoldeneagles.org, under the Reunions, Las Vegas 2022 heading, in
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these periodic updates and in our monthly updates sent out on the 15th of each
month. In addition a schedule of events will be posted in the hospitality suite
and at the front desk at the Tropicana Hotel.
We will have more updates as we get more responses from those planning to
attend. Our Event Chairman Loyd Robeson has been busy planning a nice
hospitality suite for our enjoyment, and we hope to see you there for
complimentary drinks, snacks and sharing of great memories. In addition to the
planned hospitality suite, due to the much larger response from members
attending the reunion, we have arranged for two meet and greet/cocktail events
in larger venues. Now break out

your ugliest Hawaiian Aloha shirt

(or whatever) and come join

the festivities. Obviously the dress code is Las Vegas casual! Gary Small

claims to have the ugliest shirt, but I think he will have lots of competition😲.

Planning to attend Vegas reunion:
As of 4/23/2022
1. Gary and Keri Small
2. Dave and Kay Newell
3. Bruce and Ok Su Sprague
4. Loyd and Debbie Robeson
5. David and Pam Rossetter
6. John Solomon
7. Don and Francia Gentry
8. Ray and Mary Booth
9. Mike and Deborah Lichtenfeld
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10. Susan
Grigsby
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11. Gary and Ranelle Humphries
12. George Lycan
13. Charlie and Cynthia Starr
14. Kaye and Debbie Riggs
15. Bill and Marty Foster
16. Scott and Julie Schulze
17. Bruce Harris and Jan Adams
18. Ron and Penny Watson
19. Mark Sheprow
20. Carl and Luann Domschke
21. Larry and Kathy Kruchten
22. Rick Miller
23. Tom and Lynne Walsh
24. Fred and Donna Ordway
25. Roy and Diann Henderson
26. Kip and JoAnn Wintenburg
27. Tom and Jamie Doherty
28. Lee and Toni Hannibal
29. Donald and Diane Bishop
30. Curt Forney
31. Marty and Sandy Noonan
32. John and Lynn Berkstresser
33. Mark Weatherup and Beatrice Snider
34. Jerry Hunsinger
35. Gene and Cindy Villanueva
36. Bob and Lynne Pearse
37. Michael and Char McCue
38. Mike and Bev Stach
39. Michael Barksdale
40. Roger and Carolee Fuchsgruber
41. Sean Heath
42. Carter and Chris Smith
43. Mike and Linda Wade
44. Tony Courser
45. Ed Wallace
46. Jerry Rivard
47. Charlie and Cheryl Boone
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Remember,
unlike past "conventions" where we had a banquet with
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cocktail hour, ladies auxiliary lunch, business meeting and a hospitality
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suite, this time we are only having a "super' hospitality suite which will
provide a venue for gathering and socializing with your favorite
complimentary beverages and finger foods. The suite will be open and
accessible during select times of the reunion during "normal" daytime and
evening hours for socializing with drinks and snacks. Current planning is
that the hospitality suite will be open from 11am to 1pm and 8pm to 11pm
daily. A meet and greet "hour" (actually the venues will be open four hours
from 3 to 7 each day) will be held on the 3rd and 4th with hors
d'oeuvres and cash bar prior to the evening meal time. Times will be
published and posted for attendees access. It will be a gathering point for
folks who want to have a meal together to join up for socializing and
cocktails prior to their meal and plans for the evening. There are many
excellent restaurants in the vicinity on the strip and we anticipate that
attendees will make their own arrangements for meals and will likely form
up in groups for meals and other activities.
Las Vegas has lots to offer in the way of great food and entertainment; and the
protocol for this event is that members can arrange for their own activities such
as meals, shows, gambling and pool time as they desire.
The Tropicana has rooms available at reasonable rates, as do many other
hotels in the vicinity. We did not obtain a group discount for rooms at the
Tropicana as we have done previously since there are many individual
discounts available and some members wanted to stay at other hotels. Also, in
order to obtain a group discount on rooms, we would have had to guarantee a
certain number of rooms and that would have proven to be problematic.

There are pretty good discounts available through ID90 at
id90travel.com.

So, come to Las Vegas and let`s have a party..........

😁

More updates to follow.............................
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Dave Newell
Golden Eagles EVP/Email Coordinator
davebnewell@gmail.com
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